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MIX SQUARE

MIX is a pouf system of geometric shapes that
encourage creativity while arranging the space. Soft
seating is suitable not only for closed relaxation
zones but also for open space offices, waiting rooms,
reception areas and even home. Available in many
different colours, they will enliven any space in which
they are located. Compact furniture is an interesting
and functional addition to a modern office. Optional
wheels ensure mobility.
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Stacking No

Leadtime 12 weeks +

Material Upholstered

Linking No

Price 200 – 500

MIX is a pouf system of geometric shapes that encourage creativity while arranging the space. Soft seating is suitable not
only for closed relaxation zones but also for open space offices, waiting rooms, reception areas and even home. Available
in many different colours, they will enliven any space in which they are located. Compact furniture is an interesting and
functional addition to a modern office. Optional wheels ensure mobility.
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BRAND

mdd
Founded in Poland in 1993, MDD now distributes its products to more than twenty countries on three continents. The
desire to create the perfect working environment, where colours create a warm atmosphere, has given life to one of the
most competitive suppliers of office furniture on the European market. MDD is a renowned and dependable company in
the B2B sector and collaborates with architects and designers to offer office furniture that includes workstations,
reception areas and executive furniture. Among the various MDD proposals are modern desks, upholstered furniture and
acoustic solutions.
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